Abstract-Modern underwater unmanned vehicle must operate in unpredictable conditions of water environment. This leads to a problem of motion control systems with uncertain parameters development. The paper is dedicated to development of robust motion control system for an underwater remotely operated vehicle. Several issues of developing control systems with parametric uncertainty were considered: deriving a mathematical model of an underwater remotely operated vehicle with interval parametric uncertainty, estimation of interval parameters values, developing a structure of motion control system and synthesizing a set of robust controllers, providing desired control quality in the system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION
Interaction between a unmanned underwater vehicle (UUV) and its environment is described with the set of parameters, which are called hydrodynamic characteristics of a UUV. These are additional mass coefficients, coefficients of hydrodynamic forces and their moments. Uncertainty of hydrodynamic characteristics of a UUV and their dependency on its orientation is the main problem of developing a UUV motion control system (MCS). This problem is commonly solved by developing an adaptive MCS. These systems provide desired control quality and UUV dynamics in uncertain conditions, but require vast amount of difficultly processed experimental data to develop a proper adaptation loop. Also, adaptive control systems has more complex structure, than ordinary ones.
Another approach to synthesis of control systems with uncertain parameters is using a robust control theory, which treats uncertain parameters as interval ones. Robust control systems with interval parameters are known for their durability, but are usually used for controlling rather slow processes. This approach is described in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The main aim of current paper is to develop robust MCS for a UUV, which will provide desired dynamics and durability simultaneously. To reach this is aim, several problems must be solved:
-deriving mathematical models of UUV motion; -estimating all parameters values intervals;
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-developing a structure of an MCS; -synthesizing a robust controller, providing desired dynamics of MCS;
-examining a control quality of a synthesized system.
II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF A UUV MOTION
UUV motion can be divided into two processes: orientation changing and position changing. UUV orientation is fully determined by values of heading, roll and trim angles. UUV position can be controlled by manipulating operating depth and motion velocity in the simplest case. A mathematical model of a UUV motion process must link these parameters with propulsive forces and moments, created by UUV propulsion and steering system (PSS), and hydrodynamic forces and moments, caused by water resistance. There are mathematical models, which describe a UUV motion process with the help of systems of differential equations, containing certain parameters.
Existing mathematical models commonly have some disadvantages. First of them, is inconvenience of their usage for controller synthesis. The other one is ignoring nonlinear elements of differential equations. The third one is assigning zero values to angles of attack and drift, which allows to ignore some equations elements, depending on trigonometric functions of these angles. Considering some of equation parameters as interval ones allows to consider uncertainty of UUV as a control object without sophisticating a model structure and keep it convenient for controller synthesis. Assigning interval values to angles of attack and drift and using an interval analysis to calculate trigonometric functions of them will keep the model adequate in all possible value of angles of attack and drift. Finally, interval linearization allows to linearize nonlinear elements. Let us now consider an example of interval linearization.
A. Interval Linearization
Let us consider an interval linearization of a functional dependency between one of hydrodynamic moments and a UUV motion velocity. It is known, that hydrodynamic forces and moments are proportional to squared according projection of UUV motion velocity, e.g.: Let us imagine, that considered UUV is not able to move with a velocity higher than 2 mps. In this case, there are two variants of (1) linearization (Fig. 1) . As a result, (1) is linearized in two ways:
In the considered paper, a second variant of interval linearization was used.
Let us now consider deriving transfer functions linking angles of heading, roll and trim, motion velocity and operating depth with propulsive forces and moments, generated by UUV PSS.
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B. UUV Motion Velocity and Depth Control
UUV motion velocity is controlled by varying a thrust of main thrusters and is limited by drag force, which value is proportional to velocity squared.
To derive a transfer function between UUV velocity and thrust of main thrusters, a following equation was used:
T -thrust of main thrusters; x c -hydrodynamic coefficient of a drag force; m -UUV mass; 11  -mass of water, being moved by a UUV moving forward. After performing an interval linearization, a considered transfer function can be derived:
Transfer function between submerging velocity and thrust of vertical thrusters can be derived from following equation: 
Transfer function between operating depth and thrust of vertical thrusters can be derived by adding a serial integrator to (3).
C. UUV Heading Angle Control
UUV heading angle control is performed by rotating a UUV around a vertical axis, named y axis. A transfer function between a heading angle and a moment of rotation, created by a PSS, must consider moment of inertia of UUV itself and amounts of water, being moved while changing a heading angle.
Rotation of the UUV around vertical axis is described with equation It is known, that derivative of heading angle is a velocity of UUV rotation around vertical axis. Considering this, let us derive a transfer function between this rotation velocity and actuating moment, performed by PSS:
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Transfer function between heading angle and rotation moment of main thrusters thrust can be derived by adding a serial integrator to (4).
D. UUV Trim Angle Control
UUV trim control is performed by rotating a UUV around a z axis, which is perpendicular to vertical longitudinal plane of a UUV. A transfer function between a UUV trim and a moments of a two vertical thrusters thrust was derived from the equation 
Transfer function between trim angle and rotation moment of vertical thrusters thrust can be derived by adding a serial integrator to (5).
E. UUV Roll Angle Control
UUV roll control is performed by rotating a UUV around its longitudinal axis or x axis. A transfer function between a roll angle and a moment of rotation around x, created by vertical thrusters, axis was derived from an equation 
Transfer function between roll angle and actuating rotation moment of vertical thrusters thrust can be derived by adding a serial integrator to (6) .
In each of transfer functions, included into derived mathematical model, there are some interval parameters. These parameters are coefficients of hydrodynamic forces and moments, values of angles of attack and drift, projections of UUV velocity. It is now necessary to estimate intervals of values of these parameters. To do this, methods of computational fluid dynamics were used.
III. SIMULATION MODELING OF UUV HYDRODYNAMICS
It is known, that hydrodynamic coefficients 
-projections of equivalent force and moment, affecting a UUV, on x, y and z axis, accordingly. Dependencies between hydrodynamic coefficients and angles of attack and drift are described with following formulas: 
A. Modeling a Considered ROV
In considered paper all previously derived models were applied to describe an existing ROV motion process. Considered ROV has an octagonal aluminum hull and is equipped with six thrusters: four vertical ones and two horizontal ones. A SOLIDWORKS model of this ROV is shown in the Fig. 2 . Fig. 3 ). From this experimental data, with the help of (7) with the help of (7) and (8).
Previously, a set of transfer function, describing a control object, was derived. Now, after processing experimental data and estimating values of parameters for these functions, a mathematical model of a UUV motion process as a control object is completed.
IV. UUV MOTION CONTROL SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
Manipulated variables of the considered MCS: heading angle  , roll angle  , trim angle  , operating depth h and motion velocity  . Each of these parameters must be manipulated by separate control channel. In order to provide better dynamics and control accuracy a cascaded control principle was used. Inner control loop contains a robust PID-controller, which controls derivatives of manipulated variables; a P-controller in outer control loop allows to adjust system dynamics.
Each control channel calculates control signal for a whole PSS, containing several thrusters. To calculate a control signal for each thruster, a special module must be developed. Considering all requirements mentioned above, a following MCS structure was developed (Fig. 5) .
Let us consequentially consider elements of considered MCS: thrust dispatching module, controller synthesis. 
A. Development of the Thrust Dispatching Module
According to Fig. 5 , each control channel calculates a control signal for a whole PSS. Thrust dispatching module must calculate control signals for every thruster from the signals, generated by control channels. 
B. Parametric Synthesis of the MCS Controllers
In order to provide desired dynamics of the considered ROV and, particularly, the MCS, a method of robust controller synthesis, based on a root placing approach, was applied. The main idea of a synthesis method is to divide all system poles into two groups: one of them will fully determine a control quality of a system; the influence on the control quality of the other group of poles must be reduced by allocating them far enough from the first group [12] . Let us call the first group of poles dominant poles; the second group -poles with undetermined location. Considering this, a characteristic polynomial can be written as follows: [1] . Let us now describe a dynamics of a considered ROV MCS control channels, achieved by applying a described approach to synthesis.
1) Depth control channel
Inner control loop of depth control channel manipulates a submerging velocity with the help of robust PID-controller with following parameters:
Outer control loop manipulates operating depth with the help of P-controller with transfer coefficient equal to 0.55.
Step responses of the synthesized depth control channel are shown in the Fig. 7 . Following results were achieved during the research: -a mathematical model of a UUV motion process, which considers a UUV parametric uncertainty, was developed;
-a method of UUV hydrodynamic parameters estimating was developed; -a previously developed method of robust PID controller synthesis was applied; a set of controllers, providing desired dynamics for considered ROV motion control system, was synthesized.
The model is applicable to UUV of any construction and allows, by introducing interval parameters, to consider UUV parametric uncertainty and to synthesize different control channels separately. Also, the model requires smaller amount of experimental data to synthesize a controller, because there is no need to examine hydrodynamic parameters function of angle of Vol. 6, No. 5, September 2017 attack and drift (see Fig. 4 for an example) in each point, but to estimate an interval of its values only.
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The synthesis method allows to provide desired control quality for a control system with interval parameters by allocating system poles according to domination principle.
